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ENGAGE PPE 
Personal Protective Equipment for Dancers 

 
Engage is excited to announce our participation in Allegro Dance Boutique's COVID-19 Studio 
Rebate Program. In order to help support our studio community, Allegro will be donating 10% 
of all purchases back to us from now through July 31, 2020.* We are grateful for the extra 
help as we navigate all of the changes necessary to operate at this time. In order for your 
purchase to be eligible, please use code SUPPORTENGAGE10 when ordering.** You can also 
use this for any phone orders, just mention the code when ordering.  
 
* Please note that this will be instead of the typical studio discount.  
** This will show up as a $0 discount online. This is just how Allegro is keeping track of purchases. 
 
PPE OPTIONS 
Personal Protective Equipment will be available for purchase through Allegro. These 
purchases will also count towards the Studio Rebate Program! 
 
Masks $14-16 
We are requiring all dancers to have face masks for class. These masks will have the studio 
logo on them and be the only masks allowed in class (just like the rest of your dress 
code items). If the dancer has multiple hours of class, we are recommending multiple masks. 
4-5 styles of masks will be offered including adjustable, behind the ears, and behind the head 
options. These are designed with the dancers in mind including ease of putting on/taking off 
and placement around buns. Paper filters for inside the masks will also be available.  
 
Barre Shield $29.99-42.99 (depending on size and fabric chosen) 
This piece of equipment will help to keep our dancers safe, encourage social distancing and 
keep our barres clean. Dancers will need to purchase this item for classes beginning this 
summer. More details will be made available soon.  
 
Dirty/Clean Bags  
These bags are optional, but a great way to help dancers keep their dirty masks and dance 
wear separate from anything clean.  
 
Hand Sanitizer $5 
Small, individual bottles of hand sanitizer are currently available on Allegro's website. These 
are perfect for inside the dancer's bag! 
 
All of these items will be available through Allegro's website by June 1, and delivered in time 
for a curbside pickup June 19 for the start of the Summer Session starting June 22. 

 


